
 

 

                                                                 Lesson Plan 

Teacher: Robyn Murray Observer: n/a Date and time: 01/04/2020 10:00am 

Class level: intermediate Room: 17 Expected number of students: 10 

Context: teaching feelings / emotions 45min  

Teaching aids: flash cards presentation, personal worksheet -how are feeling today, exercise worksheet-fill in the blanks and 
test knowledge, group worksheet, pens, paper, video 

Student objectives: 
I would like the students to be able to notice the different 
emotions as well as the concept of feelings. I would like them 
to be able to pronounce the different emotions correctly, as 
well as spell the emotions. 

Personal aims: 
I would like the students to feel comfortable with me, as this Is 
the first class, I would like to keep the interest of the students 
and keep the lesson fun and interesting. 

Anticipated problems for students: understanding the 
concept of emotions and the effect of them  

Solutions: play a video so the students can identify for 
themselves how situations affect emotions. 

Anticipated problems for teacher: not all student would want 
to get involved 

Solutions: keep the class interesting and take note of students 
that don’t participate and make opportunity for them to 
participate without embarrassing them. 

Procedure Phase Timing Interaction 

Greet students and introduce myself . hello, How are you? Practice 2min T-S 

Start with opening lesson slide show : 
1. We feel different emotions everyday, many times a day. 
2. Go through all the emotions on slide and how we look when we feel these 

emotions.  
3. Fun exercise: put the students in pairs 
4. Play video: pause between each video  -ask about emotion and why the 

person feels the emotion .(each pair will get a chance to answer) 
 

 

presentation 15min 
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Drill feelings- pronounciation from opening  slide practice 3min T-S 

Quick exercise: Now I will pull a face and you shout out the feeling. 
 

practice 2min T-S 

Drill spelling of different feelings.( say word, spell word, write it down , say word 
again) -still using opening lesson slide  

practice 3min T-S 

Opening exercise- how do you feel today  
-students tick what emotions they are  feeling today  
-students circle the words they know  
-this for them to see their personal progress and what they currently know .(NEXT 
LESSON: go over the feelings the students are not sure of) 

produce 3min S 

Worksheet-fill in the blanks for 10 marks   
 

-students fill in worksheet alone 
-once done students can hand worksheet in to teacher 
-teacher will mark while students do group exercise 
 
 

 

produce 5min 
S 
 

Group exercise : worksheet – guess the emotions  
- Students sit in a group (2 groups) 
- Students guess and write the feelings below the faces and what makes 

them feel certain emotions . 
- This allows the students  to learn from eachother  
- Go over answers and spelling with students 

 

Produce/pres
entation  

7min S 

Hand worksheet back to students  and go over answers  Presentation 3min T 

Time filler-game : students pull a face and class say the emotion (recap)-ONLY IF 
NEEDED 

 3 min S 

Greet the class and dismiss  2min T-S 

 


